
DIGBY MANOR NEWS! 

Welcome to the February edition of Digby Manor news.  Apologies for the late delivery. 

I would like to start by thanking every one for their support through the  influenza out break.  It was a trying 

time but the staff  supported the residents and themselves  very well and we are now fully up and open to 

every one again.  We would like to ask if you have any signs of illness please stay away until symptoms sub-

side.  Thank you.  

As you can see the  hallway is now very nearly complete and looking great.  The red doors are there to       

support independence to the residents who have dementia to help keep them orientated to their                

surroundings. 

Darren is currently in the process of confirming contractors to  change the flooring in other areas of the home. 

 

I would like to ask you please  can you stop off 

at the office when you visit your loved ones to 

ask if there is any mail for you.  As the staff 

sometimes miss you when you are there and 

your mail doesn’t get delivered to you. 

I would also like to ask, when you  replenish your loved 

ones pocket money.  Can you please use small             

denominations.  This helps when paying for services for 

your loved ones.  As you can appreciate trying to pay for 

a £12 service with all £20 notes can get a little difficult at 

times.  Thank you. 



Pony therapy was enjoyed by all. 

Thanks to Emily for a good batch of 

scones which were also enjoyed by 

all! 



Congratulations to Sarah.  Employee of the month. 

KARAOKE!  Residents enjoyed a karaoke with Tanya singing all their 

 favourite tunes. 

Lovely new hair do Pat! 

Happy birthday Lizzy.  Birthday cake enjoyed by all Thank you. 

In house activities thanks Rumaana. 

Aswell as our favourite Tom coming into sing and  Linda who does our weekly exercise class. 


